
Should

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I ____________ sorry to get a tap from you.1. (be)should be

________________________ to say so?2. (why/I/hesitate/?)Why should I hesitate

When the end of all things at Washington came for Sally, these two men
united to bear her up, that her feet _____________________ upon the stony
path of the hard journey she had undertaken.

3.

(not/stumble)
should not stumble

And if I ___________________ to see you again…4. (not/happen)shouldn't happen

On the one hand they refused to hear the petition of the continent, and on
the other hand took effectual care the continent __________________ them.
5.

(not/hear)
should not hear

Even if he were so lucky as to get the thirty thousand pound prize, we
___________________ that we had counselled him ill; and we should
certainly think it the height of injustice in him to accuse us of having been
actuated by malice.

6.

(not/admit)

should not admit

You _____________ what food they eat.7. (see)should see

But the same practice ________________ in every Christian family.8.
(obtain)

should obtain

I __________________ about that, sir.9. (not/worry)shouldn't worry

I ___________________ to hear of that some day.10. (not/wonder)shouldn't wonder

He has promised him eternity with the intention that he
________________ alone.
11.

(not/be)should not be

You promised they __________________ me!12. (not/tire)should not tire

You __________________ what he thinks about you.13. (not/care)should not care

He feared he __________________ till the great day when the decree for
his vindication would be rendered.
14.

(not/live)
should not live
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He distinctly saw the purse lying on the green cloth; but then, doubtful no
longer, he excused Adelaide, telling himself that persons in misfortune
________________ so hastily condemned.

15.

(not/be)should not be

You _________________ him of it at once.16. (correct)should correct

No; I _________________ belief, but rather knowledge.17. (not/say)should not say

I _______________ I did remember it.18. (think)should think

You ______________ your side, and keep to it.19. (take)should take

I _____________________ through it at the first opportunity.20. (past/look)should have looked
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